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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a hardware security methodology for mixed-signal Integrated Circuits (ICs). The proposed methodology can be used as a countermeasure for IC piracy, including counterfeiting and reverse engineering. It relies on logic locking of the digital section of the mixed-signal IC, such that unless the correct key is provided, the mixed-signal performance will be pushed outside of the acceptable specification range. We employ a state-of-the-art logic locking technique, called Stripped Functionality Logic Locking (SFL). We show that strong security levels are achieved in both mixed-signal and digital domains. In addition, the proposed methodology presents several appealing properties. It is non-intrusive for the analog section, it incurs reasonable area and power overhead, it can be fully automated, and it is virtually applicable to a wide range of mixed-signal ICs. We demonstrate it on a ΣΔ Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC).

I. INTRODUCTION

An Integrated Circuit (IC) may be subject to various types of attacks during its lifetime. These attacks are launched by a knowledgeable adversary and may have different incentives. Threats can be classified into four main categories, namely IC piracy, which includes reverse engineering and counterfeiting, hardware Trojans, side-channel attacks, and fault injection attacks.

The term reverse engineering refers to the derivation of IC proprietary information, i.e. architecture, netlist, layout, etc. It aims at reducing the attacker’s technological disadvantage against the “author” of the IC, gathering necessary information for producing a similar or identical IC, e.g. a counterfeit, or locating the root-of-trust part of the IC and stealing secret information, such as cipher keys. The term counterfeit refers to (i) an illegally cloned IC that is sold as original, (ii) a used and possibly aged IC that is illegally recycled and resold as new, or (iii) ICs that are overproduced by an untrusted foundry and are illegitimately sold in after market. Hardware Trojans are malicious modifications in an IC aiming at covertly leaking secret information, degrading the reliability and performance, or rendering the IC completely malfunctional. Side-channel attacks are based on non-invasive observation of electrical or physical characteristics of the IC through the design-for-test infrastructure, power analysis, electro-magnetic analysis, etc., and aim at leaking secret information. Fault injection attacks consist of triggering an event in the IC, such as voltage glitches in the power supply, which may have a devastating effect on the functionality of the IC, may reduce reliability and performance, or may be used for leaking secret information.

Hardware security refers to understanding security breaches and developing countermeasures for resiliency against the aforementioned threats. Addressing these threats is considered of major significance, especially in the case of ICs deployed in sensitive sectors, such as defense, infrastructure, health, automotive, space, and telecommunication applications.

While extensive research efforts have been expended over the last decade in understanding trust and security threat scenarios in digital ICs and developing solutions [1]–[5], the topic remains largely unexplored for analog ICs and there is an alarming lack of understanding of the solution space [6]–[8]. Analog ICs are perhaps the weakest link in warranting the global security policy for the entire electronic system.

This work deals with hardware trust and security aspects specifically for mixed-signal ICs, which is a large subclass of analog ICs, including data converters, Phase Locked Loops (PLLs), Radio Frequency (RF) transceivers, etc. In particular, we develop a locking methodology for mixed-signal ICs, called MixLock, that prevents IC piracy. Locking aims at transforming the original design into one that is functionally equivalent, but requiring a secret key to unlock the correct functionality. Applying an invalid key will result in dramatically degraded mixed-signal performance. In MixLock, locking is achieved via logic locking (aka logic encryption) of the digital section of the mixed-signal IC. For this purpose, we employ a state-of-the-art logic locking technique, called Stripped-Functionality Logic Locking (SFL) [9]. Metrics are proposed to quantify the analog security level, i.e. the mixed-signal functionality corruption for invalid keys. The digital security level is expressed in terms of resilience to all known logic locking attacks. We show that MixLock is capable of co-optimizing security in the analog and digital domains. In addition, MixLock presents several appealing properties. It is non-intrusive for the analog section, it incurs reasonable area and power overhead, it can be fully automated, and it is virtually applicable to a wide range of mixed-signal ICs. We demonstrate MixLock on a ΣΔ Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we discuss previous work on analog IC locking. In Section III, we provide an overview of MixLock. In Sections IV and V, we discuss the threat model and the attack resilience analysis. In Section VI, we discuss logic locking. In Section VII, we present the case study. In Section VIII, we present our experimental results. Section IX concludes the paper.
Section VI.

Any input. Logic locking will be discussed in more detail in that is, the digital section implements the correct function for to as common key $K_C$. The attacker does not have to recover the key; it suffices to recover the biases, which typically are not so many. The digital section becomes a means for corrupting the mixed-signal IC performance trade-off. The objective is that unless the valid key is provided, the performance trade-off is locked, that is, one or more performances lie outside their acceptable specification range.

MixLock presents several appealing properties:

**Non-intrusive.** It is non-intrusive since it does not alter the analog section and since any performance degradation in the digital section can be easily absorbed with no degradation in the mixed-signal performance. This is key for its wide adoption by analog designers.

**Low-overhead.** Typically die area and power consumption in a mixed-signal IC is largely dominated by the analog section. The area and power overhead in the digital section introduced by logic locking is already affordable considering the digital section alone; this overhead, when projected for the entire mixed-signal IC, will be even easier to justify.

**Fully automated.** Typically, design-for-X (DfX) techniques for mixed-signal ICs, where “X” can be test, reliability, calibration, diagnosis, etc., require significant extra design effort. DfX also needs to be revisited for every new product or new technology node. In contrast, the proposed Design-for-Trust (DfTr) MixLock technique is fully automated since it is based on logic locking of the digital section, which is fully automated.

**Wide applicability.** It can be virtually applied to a wide range of mixed-signal ICs that have a large digital section, including data converters, PLLs, RF transceivers, etc. It also fits well the general trend towards digitally-assisted analog designs and digital centric mixed-signal architectures, where the goal is to make a thoughtful shift of functionality from the analog into the digital domain, in order to alleviate analog design complexity and enable post-manufacturing tuning, self-calibration, and reconfigurability.

**IV. Threat Model**

MixLock is intended to serve as a countermeasure against mixed-signal IC piracy, which can be broken down into several distinct threats. These threats, the assumptions on the capabilities of the adversary, and the conditions under which MixLock delivers resilience are described next.

**Reverse engineering.** We assume that the adversary has full capabilities to extract the architecture, netlist, layout, etc. Even in this case, the adversary will not be able to reveal the exact functionality as the common key is unknown. Of course, a smart adversary can quickly realize by tracing the key bits structurally that the digital section is locked. In this case, the

Fig. 1. Mixed-signal IC locked with MixLock.
digital section can be removed and replaced with a “fresh” one with no locking mechanism. But this requires that the adversary has the required design expertise and is willing to spend some significant design effort, given also that the design of the digital section is heavily tightened to that of the analog section. The requirement for significant redesign effort clearly goes against the original incentive of the adversary; thus, MixLock provides good resilience against this threat.

**Cloned counterfeits.** The common key is unknown; thus, with MixLock in place, a cloned counterfeit is practically unusable.

**Recycled counterfeits.** MixLock does not provide any protection, unless the scheme in Fig. 1(b) is used and the user key is reloaded every time the IC is powered up. But arguably there are simple techniques to detect recycled ICs, for example, through the use of on-chip lightweight sensors [16].

**Overproduced counterfeits.** MixLock provides protection as long as one of the following approaches is used: (a) The test is performed in a trusted test facility; (b) The ICs after fabrication are sent from the fab to the trusted party, i.e., the design house, that loads the common key using the scheme in Fig. 1(a) and sends them back to the untrusted facility for testing; (c) The trusted party remotely activates the chip for testing using asymmetric cryptography [17].

V. **Security Analysis**

The security level of MixLock is defined in terms of security level of the underlying logic locking, called digital security level, and the security level of performance trade-off locking, called analog security level. An attacker can try to unlock explicitly the digital section without caring about the analog section, or can try to unlock directly the performance trade-off, i.e., achieve a satisfactory performance trade-off, which perhaps can be achieved with an incorrect common key.

The digital security level is measured by the effort that the designer must spend for identifying the common key. It is dictated by the resilience against known attacks, as will be explained in more detail in Section VI.

We propose to measure the analog security level using different metrics in the analog domain, namely, error rate, mean absolute error, and minimum error. Error rate is the percentage of incorrect keys resulting in violation of one or more performance specifications. The error rate may be misleading if for incorrect keys the violated performance(s) is (are) slightly outside the specification(s). To account for this scenario, we also use the mean absolute error metric defined as the average absolute performance difference between the unlocked mixed-signal IC and locked versions. Minimum error is the minimum observed performance difference between the unlocked mixed-signal IC and locked versions, indicating the worst-case locking. These metrics can be quantified by putting to a test a large set of random incorrect keys.

Attacks to unlock directly the performance trade-off are not known at this point. A possible scenario is that the attacker uses optimization algorithms, such as gradient descent, simulated annealing, etc., to search for a common key that brings the performances within the acceptable specification range. Such an attack is very unlikely to succeed since the mixed-signal performances are not related to the key through a well-behaved and smooth function. The optimization is likely to “zigzag” endlessly. Especially if the key width is large and if the minimum error defined above is large, this attack is doomed to fail.

VI. **Logic Locking**

Logic locking protects the digital circuit by modifying it and adding new logic into it, such that its functionality is controlled by a key. The earliest traditional logic locking techniques, e.g., Random Logic Locking (RLL) [17], Fault analysis-based Logic Locking (FLL) [18], and Strong Logic Locking (SLL) [19], aimed at inserting key gates into the design that are controlled by key-bits, which compose the key. The best key gate locations are determined while balancing the security objectives and the implementation overhead. However, the SAT attack [20], which is based on a Boolean satisfiability solver, was able to break all these techniques and recover the secret key with very reasonable effort. Techniques to thwart SAT attack, e.g., SARLock [21] and Anti-SAT [22], were shown to be susceptible to removal attacks [23], which aim to identify and isolate the protection logic. These SAT-resilient techniques can be combined with traditional logic locking for improving the output corruptibility [24], yet such integration can be circumvented using the approximate attacks, e.g., AppSAT [25] and Double-DIP [26], which reduce the security level down to the one provided by the SAT-resilient technique and extract a key that establishes an incorrect but approximate functionality.

The state-of-the-art technique is SFLL [9] that achieves holistic security against SAT, removal, and approximate attacks in a quantifiable manner. As illustrated in Fig. 2, in the SFLL architecture, a part of the original circuit functionality is stripped away using a checker. In particular, for all input patterns that are Hamming distance $h$ away from the secret key, the output of the original circuit is flipped. Only upon supplying the valid secret key, the restore unit cancels the errors introduced by the functionality-stripped circuit, recovering the original output.

Let $k$ be the number of key-bits composing the key and let $n$ be the number of inputs of the digital circuit. It can be shown that SFLL is $sSAT$-secure against SAT attack, where $sSAT = k - \lfloor \log_2 \binom{n}{2} \rfloor$, meaning that the SAT attack effort required to extract the secret key is equivalent to breaking a $k - \lfloor \log_2 \binom{n}{2} \rfloor$-bit key in a brute-force way [9]. It can also be shown that SFLL is $sREM$-resilient against removal attacks.
Fig. 3. The Bandpass ΣΔ ADC used as case study.

Fig. 4. The analog 4th order LC bandpass ΣΔ modulator.

Fig. 5. The digital DDC mixer and decimation filter.

where \(\text{slREM} = \left(\frac{k}{h}\right) \cdot 2^n - k\) is the number of protected input patterns, meaning that the larger the number of protected input patterns, the more intricate the changes to the original logic are, and, thereby, the harder it is for the removal attack to succeed [9]. Finally, it can be shown that SPLL is \(\text{slAPX}\)-resilient against approximate attacks, where \(\text{slAPX} = \left(\frac{k}{2^n}\right)\) is the error rate [9], meaning that the higher the error rate, the more difficult it is to find a key that establishes approximate functionality. Therefore, SPLL allows a designer to trade-off the desired security level against different attacks by choosing appropriately \(k\) and \(h\) [9].

VII. CASE STUDY: ΣΔ ADC

To demonstrate MixLock, we used as case study a bandpass (BP) ΣΔ ADC which converts a band \(B = 25\) MHz centered at \(F_0 = 2.4\) GHz with a sampling frequency \(F_s = 3.2\) GHz [27]. The block-level schematic is shown in Fig. 3.

The analog section of the ΣΔ ADC is a 4th order LC BP ΣΔ modulator, shown in Fig. 4. The ΣΔ modulator converts the analog input signal to an oversampled low-resolution 1-bit digital signal with frequency \(F_s\).

The digital section of the ΣΔ ADC, shown in Fig. 5, is composed of a Digital Down-Conversion (DDC) mixer and a multi-stage multi-rate decimation filter. The decimation filter removes the out-of-band noise from the ΣΔ modulator output and down-samples it, with a factor \(\text{OSR} = \frac{F_s}{2^n} = 64\), to convert it to a high-resolution 28-bit digital signal sampled at the Nyquist rate. The decimation filter is composed of a comb filter \(\text{COMB}\), a first half-band filter \(\text{HBF1}\), and a second half-band filter \(\text{HBF2}\), with down-sampling factors of 16, 2, and 2, respectively. The DDC mixer offers an additional down-sampling factor of 2, thus the total down-sampling factor is 128.

The aim is to lock the SNR performance of the ΣΔ ADC via locking its digital section. Any incorrect key should result in an SNR performance that violates the specification, rendering the ΣΔ ADC unusable. The ΣΔ ADC has a nominal SNR of 70 dB with a specification set at 65 dB.

VIII. Results

A. Setup

A pure sinusoidal signal with \(F_{in} = F_0 + \Delta F\), where \(\Delta F = 20\) KHz, is applied at the input of the ΣΔ ADC and 220 samples are recorded at the output of the ΣΔ modulator corresponding to 13 input signal periods. This recorded output bitstream is used as input to the digital section.

We study several logic locking techniques in terms of their impact on digital and analog security. The digital section is transformed into the locked digital section at RT-level VHDL. The locked digital section is synthesized using the Encounter RTL Compiler with a 65 nm CMOS low-threshold voltage library and appropriate timing constraints, in order to compute estimated area, power consumption, and performance overhead compared to the original version.

Evaluating the SNR for a given key involves loading the key into the digital section, simulating the digital section at RT-level VHDL using the recorded ΣΔ modulator output bitstream as input, and performing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) at the output of the decimation filter to calculate the SNR.

The analog security level metrics defined in Section V are calculated based on \(10^3\) randomly generated incorrect keys. This calculation is fully automated and for any of the logic locking mechanisms that we considered, takes up around 40 minutes on a Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4690 CPU @ 3.50GHz with 8 GB of RAM.

B. Security analysis

Logic locking attacks, in general, assume the existence of scan chains. On the other hand, mixed-signal ICs do not always include scan chains into their digital section. When the amount of logic is large enough, using scan chains is a recommended test practice so as to increase defect coverage and diagnosability. However, even then, scan chains are not always used for various reasons. For example, the mixed-signal IC will be, after all, tested as a whole; inserting scan chains affects speed; many analog designers are not familiar with scan chains, etc. If scan chains are absent, then any logic locking technique can be used since logic locking attacks are inapplicable without scan access. Thus, it suffices to select the smallest-overhead technique that achieves strong analog security. If scan chains are present, then achieving strong digital security becomes another dimension of the problem.

We first implement the SPLL technique [9], using a secret key of \(k=128\) bits. With the SPLL technique, we lock the Most Significant Bit (MSB) of the \(\text{COMB}\) filter’s output. In this context, locking a bit line means that we strip the functionality of the sub-circuit that drives the bit line. We chose this bit
line aiming to introduce high functionality corruption early in the digital signal processing chain. We chose $h = 15$ since this choice leads to a strong 64-bit resilience against the SAT attack, and also strong resilience against removal and approximate attacks, according to the formulas in Section VI.

For this choice of SFLL parameters, we observed that not all secret keys result in functionality corruption that is high enough to achieve 100% error rate. This can be explained by the fact that SFLL protects a subset of input patterns, as discussed in Section VI. For a sinusoidal input signal, such as the one specified in Section VIII-A, the number of input patterns generated at the input of the functionality-stripped sub-circuit is limited and, thereby, for a random key it is likely that not enough of these input patterns are protected to achieve 100% error rate. To this end, we crafted a secret key to achieve 100% error rate for the selected sinusoidal input signal. The number of keys that meet this objective is very high and, in any case, the selected sinusoidal input signal based on which the key is crafted is unknown to the attacker. Note also that in a real application, inputs are not well-structured and well-behaved like a sinusoidal. For example, $\Sigma\Delta$ ADCs are the most popular choice for a variety of precision measurement applications and for voiceband and audio applications. Real-application signals are time-varying in nature, their spectral contents vary with time, they are rich in frequencies, etc. For these high-activity signals, the number of input patterns generated at the input of the functionality-stripped sub-circuit will be large, and, thereby, intuitively, any key will result in recurrent functionality corruption. Note that in [9], SFLL with $h = 0$ was used to lock a microcontroller designed using the ARM Cortex-M0 microprocessor. Choosing $h = 0$ implies only one protected input pattern, but still this was enough to break functionality.

We also implement the basic RLL technique [17] using the same secret key and locking the same sub-circuit. We observed that RLL achieves 100% error rate regardless of the secret key that is chosen.

Fig. 6 shows the trade-off between the analog security level, defined using the error rate metric, and the digital security level against the most powerful and lethal SAT attack. As it can be seen, RLL results in error rate of 100%, but it offers no resilience against the SAT attack in the case where scan chains are present. For the SFLL technique, the different points on the curve are produced by varying $h$. For $h = 15$, the sweet trade-off point 100% error rate and 64-bit resilience against the SAT attack is obtained. Regarding the other metrics for analog security, we obtain 54.5 dB mean absolute error and 54.5 dB minimum error. Choosing $h > 15$ will increase functionality corruption and, thereby, will improve further the mean absolute error and minimum error metrics, at the expense of decreased resilience against the SAT attack.

To increase functionality corruption, we can alternatively implement a compound technique. For example, a first SFLL mechanism with $k = 128$ and $h = 15$ can be intertwined with a second SFLL mechanism with $k = 32$ and $h = 16$, which locks the MSB-1 bit of the COMB filter’s output. We refer to this SFLL version as 1.5xSFLL. In fact, SFLL can be combined with other techniques too; for example, we can intertwine SFLL with RLL with $k = 32$. In theory, these compound techniques can be reduced to the first SFLL mechanism by applying AppSAT [25] or Double-DIP [26], as mentioned in Section VI, so they are appropriate only for the naive attacker.

Fig. 7 plots the SNR for $10^3$ incorrect keys and the correct key. The unlocked $\Sigma\Delta$ ADC stands out with a correct SNR of 70 dB. Locked versions have an SNR below the specification of 65 dB. Besides the 100% error rate, locking results in 70.6 dB mean absolute error and 65 dB minimum error. In fact, unless the correct key is provided, the input signal gets completely buried under the noise floor. Fig. 8 considers an arbitrarily selected incorrect key and compares the transient and frequency responses of the unlocked and a locked $\Sigma\Delta$ ADC. The locked $\Sigma\Delta$ ADC presents a large amount of glitches in its transient response,
which translate to a high noise floor in the frequency response, resulting in corrupted SNR.

C. Implementation Cost

Table I shows the overhead using the different underlying logic locking techniques SFLL, RLL, 1.5xSFLL, and SFLL+RLL. MixLock incurs overhead only for the digital section. This overhead is projected to the entire ΣΔ ADC considering that the digital section occupies about 30% of the die area and is responsible for about 30% of the total power consumption. The slack reserve in the critical path of the digital section is large enough to accommodate more gates; thus, the delay penalty gets easily absorbed and does not translate to an SNR performance penalty. Regardless of the employed logic locking technique, the unlocked ΣΔ ADC has an SNR of 70 dB, that is, there is no performance degradation due to locking. If scan chains are absent, then the basic RLL technique can be used since it provides lower overhead compared to SFLL. If scan chains are present, then SFLL achieves optimal all-around analog and digital security levels with an area and power overhead of 6.7% and 9.8%, respectively, which are very reasonable. For higher functionality corruption, one can use 1.5xSFLL or SFLL+RLL at the expense of slightly higher area and power overhead.

IX. CONCLUSION

Hardware security vulnerabilities have been addressed through various methods in the digital domain while similar solutions are largely missing in the analog domain. We proposed MixLock which protects mixed-signal ICs via locking their digital part. We developed security metrics to connect IC locking notion to intentional disruption of mixed-signal performance. We adapt and use a state-of-the-art locking technique SFLL as part of MixLock to enable effective trade-offs between analog and digital security, delivering a holistic protection on a given mixed-signal IC. We illustrate the application of MixLock on a ΣΔ ADC. We show that MixLock thwarts all known attacks in the digital domain while delivering perfect analog security levels. This is achieved without degrading the mixed-signal performance and at very reasonable area and power overheads.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>SFLL</th>
<th>RLL</th>
<th>1.5xSFLL</th>
<th>SFLL+RLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Section (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΣΔ ADC (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I shows the overhead using the different underlying logic locking techniques SFLL, RLL, 1.5xSFLL, and SFLL+RLL. MixLock incurs overhead only for the digital section. This overhead is projected to the entire ΣΔ ADC considering that the digital section occupies about 30% of the die area and is responsible for about 30% of the total power consumption. The slack reserve in the critical path of the digital section is large enough to accommodate more gates; thus, the delay penalty gets easily absorbed and does not translate to an SNR performance penalty. Regardless of the employed logic locking technique, the unlocked ΣΔ ADC has an SNR of 70 dB, that is, there is no performance degradation due to locking. If scan chains are absent, then the basic RLL technique can be used since it provides lower overhead compared to SFLL. If scan chains are present, then SFLL achieves optimal all-around analog and digital security levels with an area and power overhead of 6.7% and 9.8%, respectively, which are very reasonable. For higher functionality corruption, one can use 1.5xSFLL or SFLL+RLL at the expense of slightly higher area and power overhead.